INK MASTER SEASON 7- ARTIST PARTICIPANT APPLICATION

RELEASE & WAIVER
I understand that any and all material that I provide to Producer in connection with this application,
including, without limitation, photographs (collectively the “Materials”) shall be owned solely and
exclusively by Producer including all rights therein upon submission by me and Producer shall have the
right to use any such Materials in any manner, or assign the right to use such Materials, in any manner, in
any media, worldwide in perpetuity in connection with INK MASTER, including the advertising and
promotion thereof. I hereby fully release Producer and its assigns from any claims related to such use of the
Materials and waive any right to equitable or injunctive relief in connection with such use.
I understand that by submitting the Materials, Producer has no obligation to accept me and my selection
and participation in the project is in no way guaranteed, as my submission of the Materials are merely for
the purpose of evaluating potential audition participants. I represent that I am the owner of the Materials
and have the right to grant the rights granted herein, and that the Materials will not violate any rights of any
third party.
We will only use the personal information you provide to contact you regarding your potential participation
in INK MASTER. We keep all information private and do not share it with any third party for any purpose
other than casting for INK MASTER.
Thank you again for your interest in INK MASTER.
Photo of your Work Required – You must upload some examples of your tattoo work for your application
to be considered. Photos will not be returned.
I understand that if I am selected to participate in INK MASTER, I will be required to enter into further
agreements, which will have other terms and conditions applicable to my participation in INK MASTER. I
further understand that participation in INK MASTER may require my living with other participants and
taking time away from my work.
I have signed this release on the _____ day of _____________________, 20___.
Signature____________________________________________

Name (please print)____________________________________
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